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ABSTRACT: Mathematics is a powerful subject for future development among South Asian countries as

demanded in STEM education.
questioning skills in the classrooms needs serious attention. This paper addresses this problem after a participant
observation method was employed in four secondary schools among nine teachers and 221 students (F= 120;
M= 101) aged between 13 to 16 years old in Penang, Malaysia in Mid 2015. It was found qualitatively teachers
found it easier to ask directly rather than more worded and tricky questions. This was to maintain at tention in
mathematics learning. Strategies are recommended covering few approaches and visual tools in GeoGebra to
be learnt all along among potential teacher trainees and lecturers.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Teachers are a special group of people who gives a body of knowledge to their pupils. In the Al Quran and
Al Hadith ( Zakaria, 1960) people who spread knowledge are always blessed by the Almighty God each time their
knowledge is acted upon by the mankind from now until the next world. As such it is important to select
graduates to be potential teachers especially in mathematics and sciences. This is because from mathematics
and sciences , mankind construct successfully houses, buildings, bridges, universities, schools, colleges and
thousands of kilometers of roads in each country respectively. Now through human research and development
activities, we can connect each other from any parts of the world through the power of int ernet and
communications with the help of satellites and fiber optic cables. Verily man can make many wonderful
inventions but unknowingly all these come from the touch of a simple teacher at the primary school level to a
group of professors in the universities globally through some subjects like mathematics , sciences and languages.
Trend of Issues
TIMSS report (2011) and PISA (2012) revealed many weaknesses among the students in Malaysia and Indonesia.
Among them are the lack of critical thinking, problem solving and communication skills among this generation
knowledge, attitude and the zeal of seeking knowledge from the subject per se. Some are a bit anxious as put
by Marzita (2003) , Wan Rashid (2000) and Papert (1980) in terms of contents, cognition and verbal abilities.
GCSE
mathematics, sciences, English and Malaysian language in SPM. They also must show they are also good at
sports and co-curriculum activities. This is to ensure that after 5 years B.ED/ B. Sc degree they can teach and
lead their students in many fields especially in this era of STEM ( Science, Technol ogy, Engineering and
Mathematics).
50 years ago many teachers were mostly surviving with chalk and talk method while drill and practice was the
norm to create the early concepts like algebra and trigonometry. They relied on limited text books that were
available but now most students are tech-savvy ( MohdSazali&HelmiAdly, 2012). They look so excited to do
something when they touch the computer, tablet and gadgets with interactive games. As such the present
teachers must have some ICT knowledge encompassing interactive games, friendly packages, competent,
approachable and good moral values. ( Mohd Sazali&Sulaiman, 2012). This is not a problem since computers
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ke Pascal, Cobol
Modern software like Geometer Sketch Pad and GeoGebra helps many students in mathematics and sciences to
visualize 3D objects. Visualization is good for the students that study geometry, trigonometry and the link
between these with engineering studies.(Maizam ,2000; Wan Fatimah, 2006). From GeoGebra they can see the
net of each 3D objects. By doing so , the students can explore many things by manipulating the variables as long
as they understand the basics behind the 3D objects. But from experience, learning from diagrams alone is not
enough since it was agreed by many researchers throughout the world that visualized learners know things at
the surface levels as cited by Pink (2005) in Mohd Sazali and Sulaiman (2012). Without proper concept building,
many engineers would only rely on imported software without them being able to prove , verify and validate
data behind some failed projects. Besides GeoGebra, Excel helps the students and teachers to simulate using
random numbers thus the teaching of statistics and probability has changed from something beyond
comprehension to something you can see. ( Sharp, 2005; Mohd Sazali and Sulaiman, 2012).
Methods of teachings can be problem solving, problem based learning , critical thinking and i-Think mappings.
Each has its own advantages such as in i-Think the students are led to the main fundamentals of a topic like solid
geometry. Problem solving in statistics and HOTS in many topics like algebra and word problem solving. Here
the students can see the connection easily between the sub-topics in the islands with the core nucleus in algebra.
This would somehow strengthen their memory and understanding. Problem based learning can help the
students to explore and test many hypothesis while solving a dedicated problem as a team. This could create a
well balanced societies with many leaders and followers as needed in Malaysia. This help the nation to live
together as one multi racial country with different cultures, races and beliefs.
Mathematical thinking is one of the most critical aims of the mathematical educations. Mathematical thinking
enables the students to expand their ideas in conceptual learning, problem solving and problem based learning.
To facilitate the mathematical thinking, an ability in visualizing and imagining is very important to help the
students understand the mathematical concepts clearly and able to related between the 2D and 3D objects
correlation. In this case, an interactive software play a role to formalize the student spatial visualization ability.
GeoGebra is a new, cost free and very innovative technology that can be used to support in problem solving or
problem based learning. Using GeoGebra, we can model the real world problems and support problem solving
by providing visualizations and interactive illustrations, and improving student motivation and cognitive
development (Pierce & Stacey, 2011). They have the following strong points such as recommended by Maizam
(2000) and Marzita (2003). Visualization tools , if not carefully used, have few weak points such as visual learners
cannot solve and think well without diagrams. We found this by trying out some GeoGebra work in a few schools
in Kedah, Penang and also Johor. See Appendix A.
The objective of this paper is to determine how far has HOTS being used in Penang. What levels of HOTS
questions were more commonly used and why? What are the constraints in using HOTS among low and high
achieving students in the selected schools. By knowing this we can see whether HOTS is seriously applied in
Malaysian secondary schools or otherwise. If not, some methods must be used as the alternatives and this is
where SEAMEO RECSAM can play more important roles in future.
2.

METHOD

A participant observation method was employed. The sample was four secondary schools around SEAMEO
RECSAM Penang in 2015. 9 graduate teachers , 221 students ( Female= 120; Male =101). Aged 13 16 years
only. Time spent was seven months i.e., from May to November 2015. The study was approved by State
Education Office. Among the teachers , 3 were experienced male teachers.
The first author recorded all the teachings with the help of two dedicated camera and video men. Then he
transcribed and categorized the questions used as HOTS and LOTS. The Deputy Director (Research &
Development) in SEAMEO RECSAM verified the data obtained before it was transcribed and processed by Atlas
ti/ version 5. This study focused on HOTS questions only. These will be used as the basis of the interviews
between the first author and the teachers concerned immediately after transcription and analysis.
3.

RESULTS & DISCUSSION

Basically, it was found that only very limited teachers consistently used the computer to project diagrams of
circles onto the wall. By doing so, they engaged the students with many interesting questions on circles,
trigonometry and geometry covering both LOTS (Low Order Thinking Skills) and HOTS ( High Order Thinking
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Skills). One of these teachers had gone to HOTS course conducted by SEAMEO RECSAM in 2013 and two more
teachers had gone internal development training in their respective schools.
The teachers in this sample used the text books as recommended by the MOE. The questions in the text
book has more challenging questions than the workbooks as available from the market. May be the authors of
the workbooks were rushing with their product for the market. Few experienced teachers did not refer to their
books at all since they hadmastered the topics of early probability very well and most of their examples were
picked from day-to-day events like 4D Toto which is a gambling game which is popular among some locals.
utes at the end of each lesson
the students would be asked to solve some Problem Solving questions. They were provided with mahjung
papers and permanent markers of different colours to work on the solution. It seemedthat the students enjoyed
this type ofnoisy group work however it was discovered in each of the respective team only 2-3 students were
active solvers while the rests would wait to hang the solutions to the wall and presented them to their other
friends. Sometimes not all students were listening to the presentations because they were given different tasks
and most importantly they had not yet solve the problem satisfactorily. One interesting point observed was
the teacher will randomly picked the presenter from each group. In this way, most students will try their best
to know what was happening during the problem solving cycles.
categorized as LOTS while most HOTS questions were taken directly from the textbook and workbooks as
recommended by the ministry. The reasons were classroom focus, stability and reliable references as suited to
the examination orientated societies ( Ministry, State Department of Education, schools and parents).
From interviews with the teachers on why computers were not seriously used. The answers that came were:
a) Lack of time to set up the computer and projector for teaching and learning purposes in the ordinary
classrooms.
T1: sudah ..semua ok dah tetapi .. kadang-kadang ..systemhanging .. takdisangkasangka.
b) Physical distance between different blocks of buildings in the school and the level of storey the
classroom was situated and this hindered their movement.
They complained the followings too:
c) Too much desk work not related to their real teaching such as issues on attendance, discipline, report
of progress for a particular subject and co-curriculum activities.
d) HOTS could not be done fully because the students background and history in mathematics
achievements
R1: Kenapaitu?

lahinibukan

..sekolahterbilang

..

ramaiibubapatakyakin

R1: Betulke?
On HOTS and LOTS some teachers raised the following points:
e) Some questions which was HOTS were taken as LOTS by some of the advanced students who might
have gone to tuition classes in downtown Penang
R1: so?
T5: merekasudah lama belajar ..perkara probability ini di tuisyen .. somerekanampaklajudanmajusedikit ..
f) Some HOTS were too time consuming to be entertained within 1 proper lesson set-up. Sometimes the
teachers had to intervene to cut down on time and most importantly they have to complete the
syllabus before August/ September. The trial examination PT3 (Grade 9) and SPM (Grade 11 exam) are
held annually in September and October.As such , the teachers in this sample looked to be very rushing
to complete the syllabus.
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-kadang ..bilasoalanterlampau payah dan semuapelajarnampaktakterdaya ..nakjawab ..guru
R1: oh begitu ?
g)

They used two languages but they prefer Bahasa Malaysia to English if the schools are from the rural
areas.

No teacher had tried giving questions beyond analysis level verbally in HOTS or/ and GeoGebra in the classrooms
during this short study. They gave the following excuses:
h) They were not competent enough
i) Not prepared yet because not enough guidelines by the MOE regarding the use of software in
mathematics classrooms
j) They promised to look at this later may be in the Mathematics, Science and Computer Societies or Clubs
or STEM related activities soon.
k) Questions like HOTS are quite difficult to produce during internal test at schools because that needed
more participation from all the mathematics teachers per sitting. Time is hard at schools in thinking
new questions. May be the questions produced incorrect answers. To be safe, just refer to the books
and follow quietly.
The only interesting points discovered in this project was:
l) The teachers were well prepared to be observed as proven from the Teacher Documentation on
Teaching and Learning processes.
m) Most of the teaching books contained neat diagrams and well planned activities with selected
references.
n) They produced some HOTS questions from Application, Analysis, Synthesis and Evaluation. They got
proofs by putting linking addresses from the web plus the dates accessed. Some questions could be
answered within 2 periods and some did not manage to go much further.
o)
students to check whether what she got
on the computer is the same as what is obtained from the back of the answer book. This proving and
verifying was enough to show some parts of the teaching and learning had tried HOTS in the classroom.
4.

DISCUSSIONS

Teachers and lecturers are special people. They could influence their students through many avenues
especially academic, behavior and attitude as parallel to what Muhammad Zakaria (1960) had advised us earlier.
The trademarks of effective teachers are the way they produced series of questions in their respective
classrooms in order to build a certain grasp of concepts in mathematics and sciences (physics). However the
results obtained certified one important fact. HOTS is not yet understood by many teachers and students in
societies. This went along with Wan Rashid (2004), Maizam (2000) and Wan Fatimah (2006). This looks as if the
excitement of learning mathematics through making mistakes and mistakes and the teachers are seen to correct
those mistakes by taking extra time, effort and deeper questionings would be gone by then. We must take that
learning by mistakes is also part and parcel of the learning processes as MohdSazali and HelmyAdly (2012)
portrayed. At the moment if the society is demanding so much as far as exam results is concerned, then the
forever. This could create a boring graduates who just produced stereo typed answers which look right to the
western world. As a result the Asians creativity is dead and forgotten and thus we produced a society who are
good at buying technology rather than creating something newer and more profitable as put by STEM
philosophy.
The diagrams in the computers proved to provide some varieties in styles and the ways of teaching and
learning. Even though that is a fact .many teachers prefer to use talk and chalk method. There were many
strength in talking and chalking as Mohd Sazali and Sulaiman (2013) and Sharp (2005) defende d if computers
were incorporated into the lessons. But we need effective teachers in contents, trustworthy, reliable besides
the technology that benefits population.
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In mathematics as Masami and Katagiri (2012) preached the task of the teachers is to buil d the correct
concepts first among the pupils and students. Before the concept is installed properly, using computers like
GeoGebra would not bring the students any where yet or perhaps we are pushing something wrongly i.e., if
you are good in computers then you are good in mathematics. In fact it should be the other way round.
Mathematicians see the concept first before they can start to appreciate the harmony behind the visualizations
power brought by the computers. Now if we are not careful, we are producing generations who worshipped
patterns, designs as produced by the computers, programming rather than the concepts of mathematics. (
Sharp, 2015). This explain why certain core mathematics subjects lack newer students/ researchers undergoing
post doctoral programs thus producing newer theories and theorems for the future generations to use.Usually
young teachers were tech savvy but the contents ar are more with the experienced teachers. Another point
worth mentioning is, the teachers in this sample were too obedient to all the rules and regulations laid by the
also their students under their wings. With ICT, we should at least try new things and the best place that is safe
could be the schools themselves. Will STEM provide them this in future? We shall wait and see else we are
going to be just importers of technology.
CONCLUSION & RECOMMENDATION
This study took part in Penang, Malaysia among 4 secondary schools with 9 graduate teachers and 221
students aged 13 to 16. Three of these schools are categorized as highly promising types. A participant
observation method was employed where the first author sat and listened to the questions posed by the
teachers before he cross checked these questions using Blooms Taxonomy (1956). It was found that the teachers
could ask direct questions more comfortably than long and tricky worded questions. The teachers explained in
the early part of the lessons , direct questions were used more in order to maintain control and interest among
the students in learning basic concepts and applications. Once this was established, then HOTS can take place
among the collaborative learning environment from middle to the end of the lessons.
In 2016, this project will extend to accommodate more good schools into the sample especially during the end
of the year in order to see what type of HOTS questions are more popularly used. Why it was used and can the
students prove their understanding of the mathematics concepts by HOTS through the marked improvements
of internal examination results. At this time of writing, we had obtained EPRD ( educational Planning and
Research Department ) approval and Education State blessings to proceed in proving the above objectives.
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Appendix A.

Students are weak in visualizing and imagining, and cause them cannot answer the HOTS questions

In everyday life, we often observe some moving objects that always follow certain familiar routes and simple
paths.
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Draw
nets
for
prisms
by
- A net is a 2D plan, which can be foded to form a 3D object

using

GeoGebra

GeoGebra enhance students' ability in visualizing the geometry objects hence improving in mathematics
learning
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